Abstract: Type Ia supernovae have light curves that have widths and magnitudes that can be used for testing cosmologies and they provide one of the few direct measurements of time dilation. It is shown that the standard analysis that calibrates the light curve against a rest-frame average (such as SALT2) removes all the cosmological information from the calibrated light curves. Consequently type Ia supernovae calibrated with these methods cannot be used to investigate cosmology. The major evidence that supports the hypothesis of a static universe is that the measurements of the widths of the raw light curves of type Ia supernovae do not show any time dilation. The intrinsic wavelength dependence shown by the SALT2 calibration templates is also consistent with no time dilation. Using a static cosmological model the peak absolute magnitudes of raw type Ia supernovae observations are also independent of redshift. These results support the hypothesis of a static universe.
Introduction
Type Ia supernovae are transient phenomena that take about twenty days to reach a peak brightness and then the brightness decreases at a slower rate. Type Ia supernovae (for brevity SNe) are also known for their remarkably similar light curves and this property makes them excellent cosmological probes. For example the width of the light curves is one of the few cosmological observations that can directly measure time dilation at large redshifts.
The basis of the standard cosmological model is that the observed Hubble redshift of distant galaxies is a consequence of an expanding universe. In this model redshift is consequence of an expansion of the space between galaxies and although it is mathematically the same as if it was produced by a velocity it is not a true velocity but a property of the distance between the galaxy and the observer. For example many different observers scattered around the universe would observe vastly different values of the redshift for the same observed galaxy. Then just like the Doppler effect any time interval must be dilated as a direct function of the pseudo velocity. Thus time dilation is an essential property of any expanding universe.
The observed Hubble redshift, , is defined as the ratio of the observed wavelength to the emitted wavelength, minus one. In an expansion model the ratio of any observed time period to the emitted time period is identical to the ratio of the wavelengths, namely (1 + ). This is true for any time interval and is the time dilation that is applicable to the widths of the supernova light curves. Clearly the equivalent pseudo velocity is .
Any challenge to the standard model must show that observations of SNe light-curve widths do not have time dilation even though the observed spectral lines show the Hubble redshift. An essential requirement of this analysis is that the wavelength of photons is inversely proportional to their energy. Thus a photon that has lost energy since its emission will be observed to have a lower energy and the observed Hubble redshift may be due to some "tired light" process like that described in [7] which is a complete cosmology that shows excellent agreement with all major cosmological observations.
The first strong evidence for time dilation in type Ia supernovae was provided by Leibundgut et al. [18] with one supernova and Goldhaber et al. [9] with seven SNe. This was quickly followed by multiple SNe results from Goldhaber [8] , Goldhaber et al. [10] , Perlmutter et al. [20] . These papers record developments in both SNe observations and analysis, the results of which are asserted to provide strong evidence for an expansion model chiefly because they show that the width of type Ia supernova light curves appears to increase with redshift in good agreement with an expanding model. The results of this paper are based on the extensive analysis of type Ia supernova observations provided by [3] (hereafter B14). The raw observations are those used by B14 but without SALT2 calibration. The results of this paper are based on the calibration templates for the SALT2 analysis and the raw type IA supernovae observations described in Section 2.
There is an intrinsic variation of the shape of light curves of SNe with emitted wavelength, which confounds any redshift variation and needs to be removed in order to measure the peak luminosity and width for each supernova. This removal is done by comparing the observations of each supernova to a reference light curve obtained from analyzing all the light curves in the restframe (the emitted frame). The usual assumption is made that all the type Ia supernovae are identical irrespective of redshift. The great benefit of this approach is that it provides an estimate of the intrinsic variations in the light curves that can be subtracted from any observed light curve.
However it is shown that in general this calibration process removes all the effects of time dilation and other systematic effects so that the calibrated light curves cannot be used to test cosmologies. The standard set (SALT2) of templates that provide the reference light curve as a function of rest-frame wave length show direct evidence of the variations of the original light curve widths with redshift. It shows that the standard deletion of the expected time dilations is not needed and that the original observations are consistent with a static universe.
The major evidence that supports the hypothesis of a static universe is that a direct analysis of the raw SNe observations (i.e. without SALT2 calibrations) is that the widths of the SNe light curves do not show time dilation even though there are observed spectral line redshifts. Furthermore using a static cosmology the absolute magnitudes are independent of redshift. The implication is that the universe is static.
There are two further findings from SNe observations that appear to support the expansion model. First is the apparent dependence of photometric-redshift observations on redshift. These are observations that photometric properties of type Ia supernova spectra, as distinct from spectral wavelength measurements used to determine redshift, show a redshift dependence. However what they show is a light-curve width dependence not a redshift dependence. Second the age of a spectrum is the number of days between the observation of the spectrum and the epoch of the peak magnitude of the supernova. The ability to determine the age from subtle changes in the spectrum provides an independent method of estimating the light-curve width of the supernova. Provided it is not interpreted as a redshift dependence this light-curve width dependence is consistent with a static cosmology.
Methods

SALT2 templates
The B14 calibration method [12, 13] uses the SALT2 templates (Spectral Adaptive Light-curve Templates) which provide the expected flux density of the supernova light curve as a function of the rest-frame wavelength and the difference between the observed epoch and the epoch of maximum response. The standard SALT2 template file, 2_ _0. , provides the template light curve for approximately 20 days prior to the maximum and 50 days after the maximum for rest-frame wavelengths from 200 nm to 920 nm in steps of 0.5 nm. This template file for the JLA (Joint Light-curve Analysis) analysis was taken from the SNANA [17] website in the directory models/ 2/ 2. − 14.
Raw type Ia supernovae light curves
Recently B14 have provided an update of the Conley et al. [5] analysis with better optical calibrations and more SNe. This JLA (Joint Light-curve Analysis) list sample has 720 SNe from the Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS), nearby SNe (LowZ), the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [15, 17] and those revealed by the Hubble Sky Telescope (HST) [22] . The B14 data file provided the supernova name, the redshift, the apparent magnitude and its uncertainty, the stretch parameter ( 1 ) and its uncertainty, the color parameter (C) and its uncertainty, the host stellar mass and finally the survey number. The major use of the B14 data in this paper is to identify an excellent set of type Ia SNe. All of the original SNe observations were retrieved from the SNANA [17] website using the index files shown in Table 1 . The final column shows the number of B14 SNe that were recovered from each set of files.
For each supernova the following data was extracted: the supernova name and redshift and then for each epoch and for each filter the flux density and its uncertainty. Most of the SNe were observed in four or five filters. Following B14 the data for the filters and was not used. A basic requirement was that there were at least four good epochs that lay between -15 days and +50 days from the peak epoch and that there was at least one observation three days prior to the peak epoch. In addition any flux density that had an uncertainty greater than 30% of its value was discarded. The raw SNe observations were analyzed without using the SALT2 method. For each SNe the fitted parameters were the peak flux density, the epoch of the peak flux density and the relative width of the light curve. This fitting was done using the reference light curve provided by Goldhaber et al. [10] . Then the two scale parameters, the peak flux density and the width, (and the epoch of peak flux density) were determined for each filter. Since these scale parameters are orthogonal they can be determined by separate least squares analysis. For the peak flux density this done by minimizing the average square of the difference between the observed flux density at each epoch and the height of the reference curve at that epoch multiplied by the peak flux density and divided by the uncertainty in the flux density. In other words a minimum 2 analysis. A similar process was used for the widths and the peak flux density epoch with the expected epoch being the epoch of the reference curve times the peak flux density that was the same as the observed flux density. The central epoch was common to all filters whereas there was a peak flux density and width provided for each filter. Although the flux density measurement and the width measurement are almost orthogonal there was a small interaction which was eliminated by repeating the fitting of these parameters for each supernova until they were unchanging.
For each supernova peak flux density estimation all the individual contributions to the 2 sum were put in an array. Any value whose absolute difference from the mean of the other values was greater than five times the rms of the other values was rejected. The values were rejected in turn, starting with the largest discrepancy and finishing when the were no more rejections or there were only four values left. The overall result was that 5.6% of the flux density measurements that were rejected. Note that if all the outliers were included there were only small changes to the final results and no changes to any conclusions.
Since the use of uncertainties made negligible difference to the final results and for simplicity all regressions using these peak flux densities and widths were done without weight factors.
Results
A problem with rest-frame calibration
Assuming that the intrinsic shape of the light curve for supernova type Ia is the same at all redshifts then the only effects produced by cosmology are variations in the scaling constants, the peak flux density and the width. All information about the cosmology is contained in the variation of these scaling parameters of the light curves of supernovae at different redshifts.
Since the generation of the type Ia supernova light curve is poorly understood the main method of calibration of a test observation is to compare the test light curve with the average of known light curves. This is necessary because there are intrinsic, wavelength dependent variations in the light curves. Ideally this would be done with many light curves observed near the same redshift. However there are not enough reference light curves for this to done for a wide range of redshifts. A second problem with this ideal calibration method is that a test light curve calibrated with the local reference light curves would not contain any cosmological information. For example both test light curve and the ideal calibration light curve would have the same expected width and therefore the calibrated test light curve would have a standard width independent of redshift and subject only to measurement uncertainties. The SALT2 calibration method and equivalent rest-frame calibration methods are brilliant attempts to solve both of these problems. Unfortunately they solve the problem of having a common reference light curve for all redshifts that cancels the intrinsic effects but at the cost of removing all the cosmological information.
For simplicity let us assume that the characteristic of interest is the width of the light curve. If we assume that the intrinsic light curve of a type Ia supernova is the same at all redshifts then the effect of any cosmological model is to determine scaling of the light curve as a function of redshift. In particular this scaling will change the observed width and height (peak flux density) of the light curve. If ( ) is the intrinsic width of the light curve at the rest-frame wavelength, , and let the expected width at an observed wavelength = (1 + ) be ( ). Note that because the supernova are identical at all redshifts then all observations of a particular supernova must have the same width independent of then ( ) is only a function of . Classically this is just like the Doppler effect in that this redshift is applicable to every time interval. Thus if the universe is expanding then ( )/ ( )) = (1 + ). However quantum mechanics shows that the spectral line wavelengths are a function of photon energy and therefore the spectroscopic redshift is not necessarily the same as the time dilation for macroscopic time intervals. Thus it could be produced by a "tired light" process and not by universal expansion. However, by definition, the redshift dependence of time dilation can only be produced by universal expansion.
The expected width, ( ), observed by a telescope with a filter gain function ( ) at redshift for a particular supernova is the integral over this gain function, namely
Then if * ( ) is the observed width the calibrated width is
Now suppose that intrinsic width is a power law function of the wavelength with an exponent so that
where is a constant. Since = /(1 + ) equation 1 can be written as
where is defined by
Clearly is a constant that depends only on and the filter characteristics. Thus if the intrinsic width is a power law of the rest-frame wavelength with exponent this produces an observed width that is proportional to (1 + ) − . For a supernova at redshift the predicted width is
Note the reversal of sign of the exponent between wavelength dependence and redshift dependence. Since the integration is linear and since any intrinsic distribution, ( ), can be expressed as sum of powers of then it follows that ( ) will be a sum of power laws which means that any intrinsic rest-frame wavelength distribution can be fully represented by an observed redshift distribution. Thus there is a direct correspondence between the power laws as a function of wavelength in the rest-frame and the power laws as a function of redshift in the observations. This is similar to a Fourier transform which provides two ways of interpreting the same data.
The process of determining ( ) from many observations of ( ) by some de-convolution process is difficult and not necessarily unique. However a simple method of doing this is to compute a sum of power laws that accurately represent the redshift distribution and then use the equations above to produce the intrinsic wavelength distribution in the rest-frame.
It is clear that having computed ( ) the reconstruction of say, ( ), from ( ) must be identical to the original ( ). Thus apart from measurement uncertainties the reference width for any redshift must equal the expected width and thus the calibrated width will be (within measurement uncertainties) a constant. Thus there will not be any cosmological information in this calibrated width. In effect the SALT2 (and similar) calibration methods cannot distinguish between intrinsic and redshift variations of width. It removes both of them. Clearly this conclusion is applicable to absolute magnitudes.
To summarize an important consequence of this analysis is that any rest-frame calibration method will transmit all of any systematic variation in width or peak flux density to the rest-frame templates. Then use of these templates to calibrate the observations of a test supernova will mean that the systematic variation will cancel its occurrence in the observations. Thus any cosmological information will be eliminated from the calibrated width and peak flux density. Consequently any rest-frame calibration method like SALT2 will achieve its aim of eliminating all the intrinsic variations but at the cost of elimination of all of the cosmological information.
A particular example is the standard calibration using the SALT2 method. In this case whether or not there is time dilation or whether or not the epoch differences are divided by (1 + ) the calibrated widths will not show any variation of widths with redshift. In practice the estimation of auxiliary parameters may cause some small variations. Thus the fact that the stretch parameters show little variation with redshift is not surprising. Also the multiplication of the stretch factors by (1 + ) to get the "observed width" is unwarranted.
SALT2 templates
The width of each SALT2 template light curve was taken to be the distance between the two half peak values divided by 22.4 days. In Figure 1 the black points show the width of the light curves in the SALT2 templates used by B14 as a function of rest-frame wavelength. The average wavelength of the (These are the names for standard the telescope wavelength filters.) filters are shown at the bottom of the figure. Note that in places the width is poorly determined. Since the longer wavelength results are mainly determined by the nearby SNe these poor regions roughly correspond to the wavelength regions between the filters. The green line in Figure 1 shows the upper limit of where the fitted widths are valid. After all if this variation in widths is of cosmological origin it must be a smooth function of wavelength. At shorter wavelengths there is a smoothing effect due to the spread of redshifts.
A power law fit for widths that were above the green line shown in Figure 1 was done to get the regression equation
which is shown as a solid blue line in Figure 1 and it shows a good fit to the data. As a check on this analysis the expected observed width ( ) was computed from a rest-frame spectrum with an exponent of = 1.199 using filter gain curves and equation 1. The computed widths were proportional to (1+ ) −1.227±0.027 which is a check on equation 4 and is in good agreement with the original observed value.
The first step in the SALT2 calibration process is to remove the assumed time dilation by dividing all epoch differences by (1 + ). If the universe is static there is no time dilation and the input observations to the rest of the SALT2 analysis would give a width that varies as (1 + ) −1 . Section 3.1 shows that this would produce an intrinsic wavelength dependence proportional to . Hence an exponent of 1.199 implies that intrinsic power law dependence would be proportional to 0.199 or equivalently the raw light curves would have widths that would be proportional to (1 + ) −0.199 . This shows that with this small intrinsics wavelength dependence of the widths this template results could be consistent with a static universe. If the standard time dilation is present then the restframe spectrum must have a dependence of 1.199 which seems rather large and should be obvious in the widths between different filters for low redshift SNe. This point is discussed further in Section 3.3.
The lack of time dilation in type Ia supernovae
This section is based on the analysis of the raw supernova observations described in section 2.2. In order to investigate whether there is a systematic variation of width with the wavelength a regression was done for the widths for each filter as a function of redshift. None of the filters showed a significant variation of width with redshift. The asymptotic width, 0 (the value of the regression equation at = 0), is shown in column 5 of Table 2 . The last column in Table 2 shows the absolute magnitude at zero redshift, 0 , for each filter for the static model (section 3.4). Although there is no significant dependence on redshift there is a dependence of the asymptotic value on the wavelength. Therefore in order to put the width measurements onto a common reference frame all the widths were divided by the asymptotic width for the same filter (column 4). This will also remove some of the effects of the supernovae light curves having an intrinsic width as a function of wavelength. In Section 3.2 it shown that if there was time dilation then the width spectrum of the SALT2 templates must have an intrinsic spectrum proportional to 1.199 . Table 2 shows that it is the and filters that are most discrepant. Using the asymptotic widths and average wavelengths from Table 2 for filters the fitted power law has an exponent of 0.33 ± 0.12 which is significantly less than the exponent of 1.199 required by the standard expansion model but is consistent with the exponent of 0.199 required by the static model. This shows support for a static universe. Figure 2 shows a plot of all the widths as a function of redshift. The assumption made here is that the asymptotic corrections will remove most of the intrinsic variations. Any remaining intrinsic variation will just increase the scatter of the redshifts and possibly produce an extra redshift dependence. The regression as a function of redshift for the 1910 values is ( ) = (0.998 ± 0.004) + (0.048 ± 0.016) .
Although the slope is just at the 3 level it should be noted that the observed intrinsic width discussed in section 3.2 corresponds to a slope of 0.199 and this intrinsic width is only partially removed by dividing the observed widths by the asymptotic width. Thus the slope in equation 8 is consistent with zero and completely inconsistent with the expanding slope of one (63 ). Clearly the regression equation and the distribution of points in Figure 2 show that the widths of the light curves for these supernovae are consistent with no time dilation. If there is time dilation then there the intrinsic width spectrum ( ) must have a power law spectrum with an exponent very close to one. The type Ia supernovae light curve is produced from a rapidly expanding gas cloud and is complicated function of area, chemical composition, temperature and transparency of the expanding gas cloud and it is difficult to see why the wave length dependence should have an exponent so close to one. Furthermore the evidence from the SALT2 templates and the asymptotic widths show that it has an equivalent dependence of about (1+ ) − 0.2) which shows that it is extremely unlikely that it can explain the lack of time dilation.
Since time dilation is the main defining characteristic of an expanding universe the conclusion is that the universe does not show the standard time dilation and these results are consistent with a static universe.
Type Ia supernovae magnitudes
The analysis for magnitudes is more complicated than that for widths in that a distance modulus derived from a cosmological model must be used in order to obtain the absolute magnitudes. For the static cosmological model the distance modulus (equation 10) for curvature cosmology is used here because it shows excellent results from quasar observations. For the standard expansion cosmology the distance modulus give in Appendix B (equation 12) is used.
For each filter the asymptotic value of the absolute magnitude at zero red shift (shown in Table 2 as 0 ) minus 0 was used to provide a common reference which was subtracted from each of the observed absolute magnitudes. For all for 566 SNe the regression results for the absolute-peak magnitudes as a function of redshift are shown Table 3 for both the static and expanding models. Note that the equation for the static distance modulus (first given Crawford [6] ) has no free parameters and it has not been adjusted in any way to suit SNe observations. The interesting result is that the regression for the static model has negligible slope but that for the expanding model has a significantly larger slope which shows strong support for the static universe and very poor support for an expanding universe. It could be that the intrinsic peak flux density has a dependence that accurately mirrors the standard expansion model distance modulus so that its effects are nullified (see section 3.5). But this cannot explain by the static model distance modulus has such an excellent result. Figure 3 . Plot of the measured absolute magnitude for each supernova as a function of redshift both static (blue points) and expanding (red points) cosmologies. The blue line shows the regression line given as the first line in Table 3 and the red line shows the expected absolute magnitude if there was an expanding universe (second line in Table 3 ).
The Phillip's relation
Phillips [21] found that the absolute peak-luminosities of SNe appear to be tightly correlated with the rate of decline of the B light curve. This correlation may be interpreted as being between peak luminosity and light curve width is that the more luminous SNe are also wider. The Phillips relation is intrinsic to the SNe and thus independent of any cosmological model. From B14 and Conley et al. [5] we get Δ ≈ −1.44Δ . Since the static distance modulus is a good model for the peak absolute magnitudes we can use it as a reference in order to compute Δ for the expanding model. A regression fit for the difference between the two distance moduli shows that to high accuracy Δ = 0.013 − 0.448 . In this context Δ = which results in Δ ≈ −0.448Δ . What is interesting is that apart from the different coefficients this is the same as for the B14 result.
Although the coefficients are different this common dependence suggests that the Phillip's relation may be a consequence of trying to reconcile the anomalous widths and magnitudes within the paradigm of an expanding universe.
Apparent extra wide SNe
There are reports of SNe with very wide light curves that are inconsistent with a static model. An example of apparent extra wide light curves is the 14 light curves shown by Suzuki et al. [24] . For these supernovae the redshifts vary from 0.623 to 1.415 and the light curve (expansion model) widths vary from 1.48 to 2.43. Although the stretch parameter widths vary from 0.77 to 1.09 and are well within the expected range, section 3.1 shows that these stretch factors are invalid and the multiplication of the stretch factors by (1 + ) to get the widths is unwarranted.
Photometric redshift
The redshift of a supernovae can be estimated by comparing its wavelength spectrum to the average restframe wavelength spectrum as distinct from spectral wavelength measurements used to determine redshift. For example ever since Tripp [25] showed that there was a correlation between redshifts of SNe and their color index B-V there has been a considerable effort [2, 12, 16, 19, 26] to use this correlation in order to develop a predictor of the redshift from photometric measurements. However in a static universe although this is a valid estimate of the light-curve widths it is not evidence for time dilation. It is only in the expansion model that the time dilation is related to redshift.
Spectroscopic ages
Another example estimating the width of the supernovae light curve is from spectroscopic ages. SNe show a consistent variation in characteristics of their spectra with the number of days before and after the maximum. This variation is due to changes in composition, changes in the velocity of the ejecta and the depth of penetration of the ejecta. Blondin et al. [4] have made a comprehensive analysis of these spectra for both local SNe and 13 high redshift SNe that shows that the age (the position in the light curve from the position of the peak luminosity) of a spectrum can be estimated to within 1-3 days. If there are two or more spectra the aging rate and therefore the width can be estimated. In their analysis they explicitly assumed that this width dependence was a measure of redshift which is true only for the expansion model.
Discussion and conclusions
It is shown that in general the analysis of SNe calibrated by SALT2 or a similar rest-frame method cannot be used to obtain cosmological information. Thus the characteristics of calibrated light curves obtained using SALT2 (or equivalent) method are independent of what cosmology is present or what cosmology is assumed. Examination of the reference light curve widths in the B14 SALT2 templates shows that are what would consistent be expected if the universe was static. This is strong evidence for a static cosmology.
The normal Hubble variation of observed wavelength with redshift is well established and in an expanding universe time dilation should show the identical dependence. Observations of type Ia supernovae are one of the few observations that can directly show time dilation. However this paper shows that raw observations of the light curve widths of type Ia supernovae do not show the effects of time dilation. In addition using a static cosmological model it was shown that the peak absolute magnitude if these raw observations is independent of redshift. Both of these results show strong support for a static universe.
In [7] I have argued that Curvature Cosmology has a much better agreement with cosmological observations than the standard expansion model. This paper completes this work by showing that this is also true for type Ia supernovae light curves. One interesting result from this earlier work is that it can explain the velocity dispersion of galaxies in the Coma cluster without requiring dark matter.
A definitive test of a static universe would be to completely repeat the SALT2 calibration procedure using a static model. The test will be that the rest-frame calibration light curves will show only variations with redshift that are due to intrinsic wavelength effects.
The most important conclusions for this paper are:
• Type Ia supernovae light curves calibrated with SALT2 or other rest-frame methods cannot provide tests of cosmology.
• Widths of SALT2 template light curves are consistent with a static universe.
• Type Ia supernovae do not show time dilation.
• The peak magnitudes of type Ia supernovae are consistent with a static universe.
A Static Cosmology
The static cosmology used here is Curvature Cosmology [7] that is a complete cosmology that shows excellent agreement with all major cosmological observations. In particular it can explain the exceptionally large velocity dispersion of galaxies in a cluster without requiring dark matter. The distance modulus has excellent agreement with quasar observations. The geometry is that of a three dimensional surface of a four dimensional hyper sphere. For this geometry the area of a three dimensional sphere with radius = [7] where = ln(1 + )/ √ 3 and the surface area is ( ) = 4 2 sin 2 ( ).
From this we get the equation for the distance-modulus, ( = − ), which is 
B Expansion model functions
The equations needed for the modified Λ-CDM model [1, 11, 14] , with Ω = 0.27, Ω = 0 and where ℎ is the reduced Hubble constant, are listed below. The symbol * is used for the acceleration parameter in order to avoid confusion with the width, . These equations 
The equation of state parameter * in the expansion model distance modulus is included to investigate the effects of including the cosmological constant. Conley et al. [5] found that the parameter, * , has a value * = −0.91, whereas Sullivan et al. [23] found that * = −1.069. Although its actual value is not critical for this paper the value of * is chosen to be * = −1.11.
